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On June 12, volunteers distributed rice, clothes and blankets to nearly 600 families in Spruit, a
poor district in Pretoria, South Africa, as part of the foundation's winter relief program. For the
recipients, it was the best way to ward off the biting cold.
When the volunteers arrived at the distribution site that morning, they found a long queue of
people waiting. It was a far cry from the first distribution there several years ago. Most residents
could not believe that a group of foreigners would want to come and help them: so they declined
to give their names to register and stood outside watching. When they saw people being given
necessities of high quality, they regretted the opportunity they had lost. Since then, every
distribution at Spruit has been well attended.
It was a piece of good fortune that brought the volunteers to Spruit. Several years ago they
were visiting AIDS patients in Centurion when a white volunteer called Linda told them about
Spruit: it is a poor district of Pretoria, South Africa's administrative capital, inhabited mainly by
migrants who live a hand-to-mouth existence. When they eat one meal, they do not know where
the next is coming from. So, in holding the distribution, the volunteers do not only want to help
them improve their living conditions but also understand their situation better and set up a
training center which would enable them to become more self-sufficient.

On the morning of the distribution, 71 volunteers came. Seeing the residents queuing up in the
bitter cold, they prepared as quickly as possible. Nearly half the recipients were pregnant or had
children with them. At the beginning, the volunteers explained about the Tzu Chi Foundation
and that the rice and the blankets had come from Taiwan, a symbol of the love of people there
for them. They also explained that the blankets were made from recycled PET bottles: they
hoped that the blankets would inspire them to keep such bottles and resell them for money and
to do what they could to preserve the environment, to leave a better and cleaner world for their
children. The volunteers started with the pregnant women and those with children. Each
recipient was given 20 kilograms of rice, second-hand clothes, blankets and a cooking pan. The
volunteers helped them to carry the items back to their homes.
Since there are many children in Spruit, the volunteers prepared sweets for them. When they
put them in their mouths, they made a broad smile, warming the hearts of the volunteers.
A total of 597 people received the goods. They walked home with a joyful heart, chanting
'A-Mi-Tuo-Fo (Amita Buddha)'. When they saw this, the volunteers felt a great happiness.
Although they had had a busy morning, they did not feel tired because they had brought a little
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good fortune to the people of Spruit.

Прошу &quot; История школьных вещей &quot; простить за доставленное неудобство, но
&quot;
Книга сказок для чтения в детском саду &q
uot; я хотел использовать наихудший, застарелый &quot;
Взлеты и падения Избранные главы эконом. истории
&quot; вариант отбросов, чтобы показать в &quot;
Для тех кто хочет жить 120 лет счастливым здоровым и богатым Шишкин
&quot; полной мере, до какой степени &quot;
Вся королевская рать
&quot; эффективен процесс.

Он не из тех, над кем &quot; Боевые ножи мира Полная энциклопедия &quot; можно
шутки шутить.

Нет, она обманула меня, &quot; Голоса зверят &quot; бесстыдно обманула!

Одна персидская статуя царя &quot; Неделя длинных ножей &quot; Дария.

Будут, будут &quot; Словарь терминов современного предпринимательства &quot; вам
звезды, не сомневайтесь.

Пистолет был двуствольный, притом &quot; Новогодняя гирлянда Игры и головоломки &q
uot; позже оказалось, что у Ларкина есть и второй такой же.
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